Q4 - Small Quadrant Hinge
Mortise Template Instructions

Align “A” letters

Template Use
1. Mount the JIG IT® Hinge Mortising System (58822,
sold separately) to the lid and base of your box
as detailed in the jig’s instructions, and insert the Q4
Template, aligning the letter “A” on the Template
with the “A” on the jig. Fig. 1.
2. Install a 3/16" straight router bit (90000, sold
separately) and a 3/8" O.D. guide bushing and
locking nut (43877 and 63107, sold separately) in a
plunge router. Set the cutting depth to a hair less than
the hinge thickness, as described in the instructions for
the JIG IT® Hinge Mortising System.

Fig. 1
“A” letters aligned

3. Double-check that the Template is positioned correctly,
then make plunge cut “A.” Use the bushing to follow
the edges of the cutout, and rout away any material
left in the middle. Fig. 2.
Note: After making cuts, release the plunge mechanism
and allow the bit to stop spinning before lifting the
router from the jig.
Fig. 2
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“C” letters aligned

“B” letters aligned

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

4. Rotate the Template to make plunge cuts “B”. Fig. 3.
5. Rotate the Template to make the “C” cut. For the “C”
cut, unlock and retract the depth stop to allow a
full-depth plunge cut. Fig. 4.
Note: Don’t try to plunge all the way in one cut; make
a series of successively deeper cuts.
6. Extend the “C” mortises to accommodate the catch arm
of the hinge. Using the walls of the mortises as a guide,
carefully drill 1/8" diameter holes to a total depth of
3/4" in the box and 3/4" in the lid. Fig. 5.
7. Carefully clean out the deepened mortise with a chisel.
Do not drill or chisel outside the routed edge of the
mortise, or the hinge will not fit well. Be careful not
to put too much pressure on the mortise walls;
they could break.
8. Sand to achieve desired fit and appearance.
9. Repeat process for hinge on other side of box.
Check Rockler.com for updates. If you have further questions, please
contact our Technical Support Department at 1-800-260-9663
or support@rockler.com
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Fig. 5

Hinge Installation Tips
• To avoid stripping or breaking soft brass hinge-mounting
screws, drill pilot holes and, if possible, tap the holes with
a steel screw of the same size and thread specifications.
• If you cut the mortise too deep, small strips of tape can
be used to shim it up to the proper height.
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